This annotated bibliography of 23 articles from the ERIC database on publishing student writing is addressed to anyone interested in publishing student writing as part of an instructional approach to teaching writing skills. An overview section includes representative articles, and a section on strategies for publishing follows. The two remaining sections touch on the benefits of publishing student writing and on reflections and advice from teachers and authors. (SR)
A couple of months ago I was amazed to learn that my eleven year old nephew has authored a science fiction book which has been bound and placed in the school library. A search of the ERIC database reveals the fact that students of all ages—in this country and elsewhere—are now being encouraged to publish their writing. This FAST Bib addresses anyone interested in publishing student writing as part of an instructional approach to teaching writing skills. Current and prospective language arts teachers, parents, and aspiring writers should all find something of interest here.

An overview section of representative articles covers methods for producing anthologies of student writing, sequential stages of composing, advice on using resources such as “Writer’s Market,” and procedural aspects of classroom publishing—from proofreading to including illustrations and acquiring access to the equipment needed. A section on strategies for publishing follows. These articles include information on a bookmaking party, a turn-of-the-century printing press on which students print their own stories, teaching grammar and mechanics and developing literacy, and involving parents. The two remaining sections touch on the benefits of publishing student writing—including fostering students’ audience awareness and increasing their incentives to develop their writing skills—and on reflections and advice from teachers and authors.

Abstracts for some of the articles cited here have been abbreviated to conform to the FAST Bib format. The ED numbers for sources included in Resources in Education have been included to enable the user to go directly to microfiche collections, order from the ERIC Document Reproductive Service (EDRS), or go to RIE for the full abstract on those sources not available through EDRS. The citations to journals are from the Current Index to Journals in Education, and these articles can be acquired most economically from library collections or through interlibrary loans. Reprint services are also available from University Microfilms International (UMI) and from the Original Article Tarsheet Service (OATS) of the Institute for Scientific Information.

Those documents available through EDRS can be purchased for $1.94 for 1-25 pages. Microfiche are available for $0.75 per title up to five cards and $1.50 for each additional card (96 pages per card). Contact ERIC Document Reproduction Service (EDRS), 3900 Wheeler Avenue, Alexandria, Virginia 22304; (703) 822-3742.

**An overview**


Greenberg, Harry, and Shapiro, Nancy Larson. "Variations on the culminating event," Teachers and Writers Magazine, 19 (2), November-December 1987, pp. 10-11. Describes methods for producing collections of student writing, including such aspects as anthology book covers, layout, artwork, lettering, print runs, headlines and editorial philosophy. Also provides tips for alternatives to an actual anthology, such as broadsides, poetry postcards, tiny books, videotaped readings, dramatic readings, and poetry calendars.

Guckes, Lucille R. “Creation, composition, publication: Putting it all together,” Journal of Teaching Writing, 5 (1), Spring 1986, pp. 103-112. Illustrates sequential stages of composing and discusses appropriate teaching methods for each stage. Suggests an initial prewriting phase, including a stimulating experience, development of awareness, and encouragement of expressive creation. A second, teacher-guided phase includes a cooling off period of analysis, revising, and proofreading. Finally, the ‘masterpiece’ is published.


Writing instructors can assist students who are submitting their work to professional publications by advising them on the best way to use ‘Writer’s Market’ listings. Tips for students fall into five general categories: 1) know the publication; 2) write well; 3) be honest; 4) know the publication’s specific needs; and 5) do not be discouraged. Additional magazines useful for market analysis are “The Writer” and “The Writer’s Digest.”


The focus of the articles in this journal is helping students write for real audiences. It contains the following articles: “Real Audiences: The Only Kind We Write For” (Margaret Queenan); “A Literary Magazine for Middle Grades” (Anthony R. Angelo and Marie-Jeanne Laurent); “Rewarding Understanding and Warmth” (Peter M. Ashe); “Journalizing Journalism” (Carol J. Balsanz); “Biography Partners” (Dorothy Francis and Joan E. Shea); “Emit: A Class Project” (John Azrak); “Using Letter Writing in the Classroom” (Thomas
Strategies for grades K-12


Drawing on the experiences of teachers of writing in elementary through junior high schools, the teaching strategies presented in this collection are grouped into four sections: prewriting, drafting, editing and publishing, and systems. Topics covered in the editing and publishing section include revising, elements of style, beginning writing and sentence lifting, peer proofreading, colorful words, playing with modifiers, teaching grammar and mechanics through writing, publishing books, and young authors programs.


The Ganado Language Arts Development (GLAD) Project is a kindergarten through grade 3 writing program whose goals are to develop each student's literacy, to expand and enrich the pedagogical competencies of each language arts staff member, and to develop and strengthen parental awareness of and support for school programming. To encourage the students to view writing as a meaningful experience, books written by them are regularly published at the district's curriculum center. Teachers foster an environment that encourages composition by withholding extensive criticism, by demonstrating sensitivity to the students' cultural identities, and by implementing frequent and varied writing and publishing experiences.


Focuses on a bookmaking party which gives children a format in which they can publish and share their activities in a formal way, provides them with books for recording their writing, and involves students, parents, and the community with children's writing. Describes steps for assembling the materials and organizing the party and instructions for making the books.


Describes a high school project to encourage creative writing across the curriculum by designating a Publications Coordinator, whose job is to help fledgling writers by keeping track of opportunities available for publication and generally aiding young writers.


A New York State rural school district converted a school bus into a self-contained publishing activities center that helps develop students' reading and writing skills.


A turn-of-the-century printing press motivates elementary students to write. Children write, edit, and print their own stories on the Greenwood School Press. This self-supporting enterprise introduces children to various aspects of writing and producing literature.


Offers half a dozen methods for "publishing" or sharing students' written work. These include reader's theatre for students' poetry, medieval manuscript illumination, and computer graphics.

Lessons learned from publishing


Discusses the values of publishing student writing (among them increased audience awareness); describes one writing project's procedures for formulating topics by daily expressive writing on a literary topic; outlines procedures for evaluating, responding positively to and publishing this daily writing; and enumerates benefits for teacher and student.


A sense of audience was fostered in college composition students when they were asked to select publications to which their articles could be sent for possible publication. Nearly all of the students identified how much more enjoyable it was to compose an assignment when a particular audience was addressed.

Suggests that modeling of the writing process be carried one step further to the publishing component and recounts some of the benefits to be gained by doing so.


Explains how student writing clubs can be used effectively in a middle school English class. Suggests that the required club publications not only provide a strong incentive for students to develop their writing skills, but also encourage student control and decision making, demand student leadership, and elicit parent involvement.

"Second graders answer the question 'why publish?" Reading Teacher, 38 (7), March 1985, pp. 658-662.

Concludes that in classes where their writings are turned into books, even seven year olds gain a sense of audience and begin to write with their readers in mind.

Author/teacher viewpoints


Interviews W. P. Kinsella about his views on a number of subjects, including how he began his career as an author, how he creates his stories, and why students should study modern writing.


Describes one poet's experience in a writing residency in a Brooklyn intermediate school. Discusses collaboration with teachers and collecting and publishing an anthology of student poems. Comments on the positive atmosphere and teaching philosophy of this particular school.

Shepherd, Greg. "All publishers are paper tigers or Frank Hardy and Bruce Pascoe give advice to budding short story writers," English in Australia, (70), December 1984, pp. 39-41.

Relates Frank Hardy's and Bruce Pascoe's advice to students in a writing class concerning what they believe to be the necessary qualities of a good short story from the editing and publishing standpoint.


Five writers/teachers explain their philosophies about editing student work for publication.
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